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Proceeding name: Nelson Hydro 2018 Rate Application 

Are you currently registered as an intervener or interested party: No 

Name (first and last): Len Thompson 

City:  

Province: British Columbia 

Email:  

Phone number:  

Comment: 
Nelson has a very mature electric utility with its own hydro electric plant, the only one in western Canada. BC 
Hydro and Fortis rate increases are 0% this year, why are Nelson rates still going up when operational and 
maintenance costs are project to be down 2.8% and all big capital costs are behind us as stated by the manager. 
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Is Nelson hydro being managed well?  I question this.  Here is an excerpt 
from a newspaper article contrasting various local communities payrolls.

“four of the city’s top five earners last year worked for the electrical utility, “

One sees this year after year.  The hydro manager is the highest paid person in the
city.  

I read where Nelson hydro pays 10% of the cities administration costs.  Looking at 
the city organizational chart one sees only one admin person attached to Nelson 
hydro and its 50/50.  50% of the time with the city.

I believe the Nelson hydro management numbers have doubled in the past few 
years, and linemen numbers are reducing.  A lot of electrical contractors appear to 
be doing work once done by city electrical crew, is this cheaper?

I understand last year was the first time in over 20 years the BCUC has been 
involved in looking at Nelson hydro rate increases.  Fortunately they have 
jurisdiction over Nelson hydro customers outside of the city.   The mayor council 
and city management were trusted to set rates accordingly.

A recent letter to the editor regarding Nelson hydro rate increases stated each year 
the city reports “we have the cheapest electricity of all other BC municipalities with 
their own electric systems.   What they don't say is we are the only municipality with
its own hydro electric plant.”

Around 1995 a complete powerhouse generator was added with no real increase in
rates.   Yet in recent years capital upgrades are given as part of the reason for rate 
increases. In 2016 the Nelson hydro budget information stated most big capital 
upgrades are behind us, this was repeated again this year.  Operation and 
maintenance costs are budgeted to go down about 2.8% this coming year.  BC 
Hydro and Fortis are not raising rates this year, why are we still raising rates?

Nelson hydro is now doing a Cost of Service analysis, the suggestion being rural 
customers cost more to service and therefore their rates should increase.
  I would like to see an audit proving my electric bill represents a reasonable return 
for a properly managed electric utility and not funding part of the cities costs, and 
mismanagement at Nelson hydro.




